
Introducing Me Booklet
This simple booklet is a great way for students to share 
things about themselves and get to know each other. As 
an AQ  teacher I often use ME books to help me get to 
know my students and find out what their expectations 
are about the course I am teaching. You can do these 
books in many ways. I have provided a sample with 
questions and answers to help students see what a well 
done booklet is like.   The is the second ME booklet I have 
used and this one includes a centre portion that allows 
students to ask and answer questions using who, what, 
where, and when.  By giving sentences with blanks to be 
filled in, you can make this project accessible to ELLs in the 
early stages. For more advanced students you can give 
them the option of filling in each area with their own  
creative ideas.
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Materials: a single piece of white 
paper or a double sided printout of 
the template provided, scissors

Instructions: 
1. Fill in template or squares
2. Cut out the blank squares (shape 

will resemble a plus sign)
3. Fold top 2 rectangles down
4. Fold bottom 2 rectangles up
5. Fold  square on right side to the 

left
6. Fold square on the left to the 

right
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My name is  _________ 
___________________.  

How to say my first  name:
____________________   

My first name means 
_____________________  

in English.

I have lived in Canada for 
____ days, _____months, 
______ years. In Canada I 
hope that I will be able to  
_____________________ 
_____________________.  



What is my

____________

__________ ?

Who is my
________________

______________?

Where is my
________________
_______________ ?

When is my
______________
_____________?

I love My first language is  
_____________.  In my 
language ____________  

means “Hello” and 
____________________

means “Goodbye.”
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Amy 
Sun

Twilight

September 21 
Seoul

My name is Kim Cho Hee

How to say my first  name:
choa-hee .

My first name means 
beautiful and joy  in 

English.

I have lived in Canada for 
15 days, 6 months, 1 years. 

In Canada I hope that I will 
be able to  go to 

university. 



What is my 
favouritemovie 

?

Who is my best 

friend?

Where is my

home town ?
When is my

birthday?

My first language is  
Korean. In my language 
“Annyeong” ( 안녕 ) 

means “Hello” and “Jal

gayo'” (작별) means 

“Goodbye.”
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